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The Order Time Mobile app is a powerful tool that helps you manage your warehouse inventory

with ease. In this article, we provide a list of the version history for the Order Time Mobile app,

including iOS and Android updates. 

Version History

iOS 2.8.0 / Android 1.0.76

Apr 25, 2024

Work Orders functionality is now publicly available (still in beta)

Ability to choose whether or not to load the download lists (e.g loading the download list for

Sales Orders) from user settings (choosing not to load the download list for users who do not

use the download list makes the app operate faster)

Ability to move an entire bin during bin move

Other bug fixes and performance/stability improvements

iOS 2.6.5 / Android 1.0.68

Nov 27, 2023

If allocations were made for the line items on a Sales Order, the inventory for picking will be

limited to the allocated amount.

Items in the Scan View are now ordered alphanumerically based on the Scan First preference

Fixed an issue where the back arrow did not work after navigating to User Settings or User

Preferences from within a module

iOS 2.6.0 / Android 1.0.66

Oct 12, 2023

Enhanced user experience: If there are no active documents on the scan screen, users will

now be automatically redirected to the download screen.

The scan screen's UI elements now adjust automatically to fit the size of the device in use.
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This resolves the issue of UI elements being cut off on smaller devices.

Resolved a functionality issue, Auto Scroll now works correctly for Ship Docs when the

preference is enabled.

Fixed an issue so that the "Deny Receiving More Than Ordered" preference now functions

accurately.

Enhanced search capabilities: Users can now search using the "All" option in the Find

Feature, allowing for item inventory searches by any of its associated barcodes.

iOS 2.5.8 / Android 1.0.63

Sep 20, 2023

Resolved a display issue where the bin move upload status text was misaligned and couldn't

be dismissed.

Addressed a problem where the activity indicator obscured the error message displayed for

incorrect download credentials.

Fixed a bug affecting the internal camera scanning functionality for the Find Feature.

iOS 2.5.5 / Android 1.0.61

Aug 16, 2023

Fixed an issue where you wouldn’t receive the proper error message when you go to the scan

screen and there are no active docs downloaded.

Added a new user preference that you can set to have items automatically scroll to the next

item after you have fully picked them. By default it is set to false. 

Fixed an issue where on large orders, the items in the Ship Docs were not matching up to the

items in the related Sales Orders.

Added and optimized the new Back button’s functionality.

Fixed an error that occurred when using Ordered or All as the setting for picking Sales

Orders.

Fixed an issue where there was a delay when loading new items while scrolling through a

long Count list.

Fixed an issue where the download list should not be showing documents that have already

been downloaded by the user.

iOS 2.5.0 / Android 1.0.59

Jun 19, 2023



Fixed an issue that caused inventory to incorrectly go negative in the Sales Order

Adjusted the Sales Order process to correctly handle inventory even when negative inventory

settings are enabled.

Resolved an issue in the Sales Order system where available inventory was not being found.

Updated the Bin Move feature to allow item transfers between unavailable bins.

Modified the Sales Order system to display all shipping document numbers generated during

an upload.

Rectified an error that resulted in unnecessary deduction of entire inventory in some

instances.

Made a change so that if a Sales Order does not allow partial shipping, you must choose the

entire order before creating a Ship Doc.

Addressed a bug that produced an error when trying to pick identical items from separate

orders individually.

Enhanced the Ship Doc system to allow for packaging and item identification using only the

LSN (Lot / Serial Number).

Conducted general improvements to the user interface and resolved various bugs for a

smoother user experience.

iOS - 2.4.2 / Android 1.0.58

May 22, 2023

Added Face Recognition

Fixed 'Deny Greater than ordered' issue.

Added support to prevent partial shipment

2.4.0

May 10, 2023

Cleaned up user interface

Added Find feature

Added support for barcodes with different units of measurement conversion rates

1.21.8.73

Jun 3, 2022

Fixed the issue where UPC could not be scanned into Bin Move.

1.21.7.72

Apr 7, 2022

Fixed an issue when doing a Bin move, it would not recognize the quantity in the LSN.

1.21.6.70

Apr 4, 2022

Fixed an issue when doing a Bin move, it would not recognize the LSN.



1.21.5.70

Mar 1, 2022

Fixed error when scanning UPC into Ship Doc Package when manual is off.

Prevent Duplicate error when Picking Sales Order with large orders.

1.21.4.70

Jan 26, 2022

Preference for UPC to exclude dashes.

1.20.4.70

Jan 3, 2022

Fixed object variable no set when scanning UPC into Ship Docs to Pack

Fixed issue when Required Bin is disabled, it does not ask for the bin to be scanned.

1.20.2.68

Jan 2, 2022

Fixed object variable no set when scanning UPC into Ship Docs to Pack

Fixed issue when Required Bin is disabled, it does not ask for the bin to be scanned.

1.20.1.67

Nov 3, 2021

Added a setting to allow users to scan using an external bar code reader instead of the

camera

Fixed an issue with Receiving PO without having to scan the Bin.

1.19.5.62

Jul 7, 2021

Fixed issue with 'Quantity after Scan' when the order quantity is less than the inventory and

setting is 'All'.

1.19.4.61

Jul 2, 2021

Fixed issue with Pick all when the order quantity is less than the inventory.

1.19.3.60

Jul 1, 2021

Fixed the Settings, Scan After Quantity could not be changed.



Could not edit package information when Packing Ship Docs.

1.19.2.59

Jun 24, 2021

Corrected issue with scanning LSN without also scanning the Bin.

Fixed the keyboard escape issue in Packages.

1.19.1.58

Jun 4, 2021

NEW FEATURE. Download and verify your Counts!

Fixed issue with camera scanner.

1.19.0.57

Jun 3, 2021

NEW FEATURE. Download and verify your Counts!

1.18.19.119

May 13, 2021

Fixed Bin Move issue where keyboard blocks the quantity input.

1.18.7

Jan 7, 2021

Added Bin Move.

Bug fixes and better exception reporting.

1.18.6

Dec 6, 2020

Increased scanning speed.

1.18.5.90

Nov 23, 2020

Removed the spinner after scanning

User setting to not require scanning LSN fixed.

1.18.4.86

Nov 16, 2020



Resolved double scanning issue and improving scanning performance.

1.18.3.1

Sep 16, 2020

Bug fix for bins of the same name, but different locations.

1.18.2.79

Aug 11, 2020

Now you can check out Purchase Orders and scan new inbound inventory. Uploading creates

a Receiver.

1.18.1.75

Aug 4, 2020

Now you can check out Purchase Orders and scan new inbound inventory. Uploading creates

a Receiver.

1.18.1

Jul 29, 2020

Now you can check out Purchase Orders and scan new inbound inventory. Uploading creates

a Receiver.

Feedback and Comments

We welcome your feedback and comments. Send them to support@ordertime.com


